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Defining the I nteri nstitutiona I System

Introduction

Friedland ând Alford's (1991) most critical contribution to the development of
the institutional logics perspective is their theory of institutions at the societal
Ievel-what they termed the interinstitutional system. While their societal-
level ideas eventually produced a disruptive effect on neoinstitutional theory,
they needed conside¡able development to spur the research currently occur-
ring within the institutional logics perspective.

Here and in chapter 5, our goal is to impart a working knowledge of the
interinstitutional system as an essential guide to understanding tlle meta-
theoretical architecture of the institutional logics perspective. First, we defrne
the concept of the interinstitutional system and then chronicle its develop-
ment as a typology useful fo¡ theorizing and measuring the effects of institu-
tions on cognition and behavior. This chronicle includes a discussion of
why Friedland and Alford's (1991) implied typology of the interinstitutional
system needed development and n'hy the proliferation developed by Thorn-
ton (2004) is not complete. We further.devèlop the t;pology of the interinsti
tutional system by presenting a new variant that includes a new institutional
order-the community logic.

We herald the importance of the concept of the interinstitutional system as a

recurlive theôry of society that'ìncôrþorates' iàdivìduals and orgañZatiôns
(Friedland andAlford 1991). We developexamples and applications in response

to theoretical limitations identified in prior chapters. Recall in chapter 1, we
briefly highlighted those limitations by opining that any theory of institutions
needs a way to 1) integrate, yet illustrate the partial autonomy of social structure
and action,'2) understand howíirstitutions operate-at multiple levels of analy-
sis, 3) integrate the Ð¡mbolic and material aspec.ts of institutions, and 4) explain
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Likewise, without a rnethod to inteETate the symbolic and t]fe matetia) as¡>ects,

institutional change cannot occur-

overall, ou¡ aim in elaborating the intednstitutional system is to identify

and simplify its properties to show its advantages in addressing these theoreti-

cal challenges in empirical research. In chapter 5, we continue the discussion

of the interinstitutional svstem by focusing on its historical contingency,

systemic properties of stability and change, and furthe¡ applications of the

typology to understand institutional change.

Defi nitional Differences

Thornton and ocasio (1999) tusect insights developed byJackall (1988) and

Friedland and Alford (1991) in thei¡ deñnition of institutional logics as the

socially constructed, historical patterns of cultural symbols and material plac-

tices, assumptions, values and beliefs by which individuals produce and

reproduce their material subsistence, organize time and space, ând provide

meaning to their daity activity- It is important to note that Friedland and

Alford,s (1991) approach is both structural and symbolic, whereas Jackall's

(1988) is both structural and no¡mative. Thomton and Ocasio's (1999) per-

spective integrates the structural, nolmative, and symbolic as three necessary

and complementary dimensions of institutions. This is distinct from the

separable structural (coercive), nolmative, and symboliC (cognitive) ca¡riers,

as suggested by Scott's (I995,2OOI,2008a) inslilltþnal-pillars approach dis-

cussed in chapter 2.'fhe institutional logics perspective integlates these con-

cepts. Various bases for structure, norms, and symbols are integlal parts of any

institutional order; they are variable attributes on the Y-axis of different

institutional orders-

According to Thornton and ocasio's (1999) deñnition, institutional logics

that motivate cognition and behavior are cienveci rn palt from externai

socially constructed stimuli-
and how theY influence co

how institütions shaPe inte
tions. This is what Friedland and Alford (1991) referred to as the "exteriolity"

of institutions in their now classic "Bring Back Society" chapter. Their pri-

mary goal was to stimulate ideas on how to bring the content of societal

institutions into individuals' and olSanizations' behavior (Thornton 2009).

They highlighted many of the basic ingredients to develop a "levels" theory

of institutions that links internal mental cognition to extemal societal rituals

and stimuli (wiley 1988). They argued that three levels need to be included,
,.individuals competing and negotiatins, orSanizations in conflict and

coordination, and :institutions in çontradiction : ,and índgpendence'i
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The lnstitutional Logics Perspective

(Friedland and Alford l99l:.240-241). Note that the concepts of "individual"
and "organization" can be transposed, and that the interinstitutional
system provides a framework for understanding a levels metatheory of insti-
tutions. This levels metatheory is conceptualized as a matrix in which
institutional o¡ders are represented on the X-axis and the elemental
categories that compose an institutional order are represented on the Y-axis
(Thornton 2OO4).

The lnterinstitutional System as ldealType

One n-ay to incorporate the core assumptions of the institutional logics
perspective in a ¡epresentation of the interinstitutional system and make it
suitabìe for systemically advancing theory construction is througl't the devel-
opment of a typology of ideal types to aid scientifrc inquiry (Doty and Glick
1994). Scientific discovery assumes a prior construction of categories applied
to obseùatìons to simplify and organize them. The purpose of systematically
developing analytic categories a priori is to highlight r"'hat is essential about
the phenomena and to constrain the natural and often unconscious Process
of obse¡ver bias- Friedland and Alford's (1991) concePt of the interinstitu-
tional system, with some modifìcations to be subsequently discussed, offers a

typology of ideal type categories as a tool for empirical analysis. We believe

that institutional logics ideal types are an anal¡ical advance in cultural
analysis over prior norrnative and latent-variable (Parsons 1951) and struc-
tural organization-field approaches (DiMaggio 1997). They help the
resea¡cher sharpen the questions considerably and theorize how to link the
inter-institutional system to a$entive theoreticaÌ approaches such as tool kits
and event sequencing (Thornton 2004). According to the latent-variabÌe
approach, individuals act based on their socialization to cultural norms and
values within particular domains such as families and corporations- As we

will illustrate in chapter 5, the implications of conceptualizing the inter-
institutional ;yltem as ideal types is to mitigate Swidler's (1986) cdtique
that socialization to norms places limits on culture as a source of st¡ategic

action (see Thornton 2OO4:. 38-45).
Ideal types are a tool to interpret cultural meanings into their logically pure

components; the concept is one of Weber's most celebrated contributions,
especially in his theory of adequate causation (Swedberg 2OO5: 72O). The u¡e

of ideal types is a fiist step in an anal;usis to help the rèsearche¡ avoid gettihg
bogged down in merely reproducing the often-confusing empirical situation.
As noted in chapter 2, DiMaggio (I99I) frrst brought back into institutional.
analysis the.use of ideal tlpes to analyze his obse¡vations on the institutiónal
andorganízatiônalchangesatartmuseums. .., .... . ..., ..:,r ..,,r,..,. ...r.::...
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domain of institutions built around a cornerstone institution that represents
the cultural symbols and material practices that govern a co-mmonly ¡ecog-
nized area of life. Each institutional order represents a governance system that
provides a frame of reference that preconditionj acto¡s' senSemaking choices.
The cornerstone institution connotes the root symbols and metaphors
through which individuals and organizations perceive and categorize their
activity and infuse it with meaning and value. While obviously at a different
level of analysis, the cor-nerstone institution is similar to the Latin root of a

word in that it indicates how the meaning of a word can be interpreted and
elaborated.

In their initial theo¡eticaì fo¡mulation of the interinstitutional system,

Frieclland and Alford (1991) identified the market, the bureaucratic state,

democracy, the nuclear family¡art.d-€hristian religions, what we refer to as

the horizontal X-axis of their implied typology. In â subsequent section, we

return to their particular arrangement of institutional orders as this chapter
develops to examine why it is problematic and present an alternative arr.?nge-

ment of the X-axis.

Institutional Orders: The Y-Axis

Each of the institutional orders is composed of elemental categories or build-
ing blocks, which represent the cultural symbols and material practices partic-
ular to that order, what we refer to as the vertical Y-axis. Thesè building blocks

specify the organizing principles-+hat shape individual and organizational
preferences and interests and the repertoire of behaviors by which interests

and preferences are attained within the sphere of influence of a specifrc order
(Friedland and Alford 1991 232l.In theorv, the categorical elementi on the
vertical Y-axis represent how individuals and organizations, if influenced by
any one institutional order, arè likety to unde¡stand theír sense of.self and
identity: that is, who they are, their logics of action, how they act, thei¡
vocabularies of motive, and what language is salient.

FriedÌand and Alford (1991) _did not.tullydevelop their idea of an interinsti-
tutional system at ìhe ãlemental categorical level; 

'for exampie, sources of
norms and identity conceptualized on the Y-axis as a variable of an institu-
tional logic on the X-axis. Thornton asd Ocasio (1999) first began to develop

this analysis of elemental categories of two institutional orders-the market
and the professions-based on a specifrc instantiation of U.S. higher educa-

tion publishing. We useinstantiatíor¡ to mean an instance of conc¡ete evidence
of the theory (Random House Webster's College Dictionary 1990).

Recognizing the need to develop a more general theoretical model of the
Y-axis of the interinstitutional system, Thornton.(2004), as illustrated in Table
3.1, compares the within-order elemental categoríes across institutional

1.. . .. -,.:, : . : ' ..-. ., , ,'t:'- , ,t -'-'
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o¡ders-for example the root metaphors, sources of legitirnacy, identit)''

norns, and authority, and the basis of attention-¿closs six institutional

orde¡s: markets, corporations, professions, states, families, and Christian re-

Iigions- These examples are not meant to be exhaustive on the Y-axis, but onÌy

íIlustrative of speci6.c instantiations guided by existing theolies supported by

empirical research.

Thornton and Ocasio (1999) developed their ideat types as part of an

empirical study; therefore, they can easily be traced to their research ques-

tions, data, and theory of attention- However, Thomton's (2004) more general

typologyabbreviatedinTable3.lmaynotbesointuitiveandraisesthe
question of horv the categorical elements on the Y-axis tie to each of the

institutional orders. The general ans!\,er is that elemental categories identifred

ctn the vertical Y-axis are grounded in the conventional nomenclatu¡e of

sociãl science empirical research, sociological, anthropological, archeological'

psychological, political science, or economic concepts that assist the scholar

in the comparative interpretation of cognition and practice within and across

institutionáI orders. This approach encourages building on the foundations of

existing mic¡o- and meso-level social science ¡esearch as the metatheory that

unde¡lies the interinstitutional system is disciplinary agnostic, plomotinS

integ¡ative and interdisciplinary theorizing. This is distinct from the discipìin-

arydivideofthepillarsperspectiveandneoinstitutionaltheorymolegener-
ally (Hall and Taylor fôSe). Note also that our interdisciplinary approach

differs from Friedland and Alford's (199I) early critique of organization and

economic theory, a critique made prior to the elaboration of tlle concept of

the interinstitutional system and the institutional logics perspective'

The more specific response to the question of how the categorical elements

oftheY-axistietotheinstitutionalordersistofollowanexamplecomparing
the orde¡s of the professions and the corporation (see Tholnton 2OO4: 4Z-4)'

In referenèe to Table 3-1, the elemêntal category of "control mêchanisms"

under the professional institutional order refers to a code of ethics and peer

suweillance organized by external associationS' Complementary to this is the

elemental ..ut"gory of "root metaphor".as relational network' which allows

personal control over the distrlbrrtìo.t óí prolessional expertise (lowell 1990t:

Theprofessionalinstitutionalorder,sexpectationofcontrolmechanismsis
distinct, for example; f¡om a corporate institutional order in which knowledge

and expertise are embedded in the routines and capabilities of a hierarchy

(Nelson and Winter 1982; Levitt lnd March 1988¿ M' D' Cohen and Bacdayan

i99q; Freidson 2OO1), sugþsting ìästeàd that eipéiti3ë,nvoúld-'be'embeddèd in 
'

the corporation, not the person or thèir ¡elational rietwolk. According to a

corporatelogic, theperson becomes:anl9 fti-.+¡9uêfs'"'te-iÞ9ing:
under the control of managers (Blau'and ,'not.functionilS ul 

"
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environment's pressures, while at the same time defending the effrcient func-
tioning of the organization's technical core. We suggest an analogous process
occurs, albeit at different levels of analysis, as a result of individuals and organi-
zations operating in reference to multiple spheres of infuence of institutional
o¡ders that may be in conflict over the course of their lives. Assuming parallel
effects across levels of analysis, we suggest that one way individuals and organi-
zations deal with the pressures of conflicting logics of different institutional
orders is to loosely couple or decouple who they are from how they act.

The literature on loose coupling is divided, focusing on defensive and
strategic aspects: Defensive aspects represent an organization's response to
maintaining internal organization efflcienry in the face of pressures from
heterogeneous organizational fields (see Boxenbaum and_Jonsson 2008 fo¡ a
revierv)- Strategic aspects represent horv an organizat_ion is aware of decoup-
ling for the purposes of impression management to receive certain advantages
(Elsbach and Sutton 1992). J. W. Meyer and Rowan (1977) inítially theorized
loose coupling as a defensive action to enhance organization suwival. Numer-
ous quantitative studies have found support for their theory (Edelman 1992;
Westphal and Zajac 1994, 7997, 1998, 2OO7; Fiss and Zajac 2006). While the
concepts of loose coupling and segregating assume that organizations and
individuals, respectively, can manipulate categorical elements strategically
(Swidler 1986), tike all institutional analysis, the institutional logics perspec-

tive assumes that there is restraint on strategic behavior, but how much
restraint exists remains in question.

Most of this research is at the organization-organizational-field level
of analyses-and therefore research is needed at the individual- and
organization-institutional-freld levels. There are few quantitative studies of
Ioose coupling as a strategic act and thus much room for further research on
rvhich va¡iables affeci in partic-uiar an individual, but also whether organiza-
tions are likely to engage in loose coupling or decoupling for strategic, as

distinct f¡om defensive, reasons (Boxenbaum and Jonsson 2OO8). We know
little about how the type and leveÌ of cognitive as well as social restraint are

Iikely to vary by institutional order or by çype of recombination of the s).rnbols
and practices of the Y-axis elements. We suggest atihê ôogiútivdtelet tnat
some institutional logics are more accessible to individual and organZational
identities than others. In a simplified example, one can assume on average

that normative constraints would be greater in church than on Wall Street;
that the principles underlying Wall St¡eet would need to be segregated or
loosely coupleil from the principles guiding the chffch. However, when social
facts are well institùtionalized, ethnomethodologists argue that the moral
aspects are. lesg salient,.qþ41,:!hç..ç99+¡Ii,ye,,,(Q9rqfrt4, L9þ,7),,,!a subsequq4t
chapters, we further discuss'actors'-stra!çgic usês of culture vèrsus culturê as

Defining the lnterinstitutional System

In sum, Ttrornton's (2OO4) generaì set of ideaì t4>es is a theoretica) modc)

that was developed from a careful readíng of social-science theoretical and
empirical research. The elemental categorics on the I'ertical Y-a.xis and the X,

Y cell contents are a didactic example; the categories and cell contents are not
meant to be interpreted and used as a predetermined representation of the
interinstitutional system. The elemental categories of the vertical Y-axis shown
in the tables are established social-science concePts; the horizontal X-axis

represents cultural subsystems or instit¡.rtional orders ef societies, some of
which-aie more likely than others to be observed in modern or Western

societies. For example, the professions may have earlie¡ iñcamations such as

guilds and the corporation may not be well developed in non-Western and pre-

rnoclern societies (Scott 2003). The elemental categories on the vertical Y-axis

are not exhaustive and can vary in terms of which ones are most salient to the

researcher's questions and research context. We entphasize that the X, Y cell

contents will vary depending on the instantiation of interinstitutional system

logics in the particular research context. The celi contents are not a description

of the particular instantiation, but instead an analytical interpretation that
should highlight key concepts and foreshadow testable hypotheses.

You may ask, doesn't this a priori bias the analysis? The answer is, no, not
necessarily. Scientific inquiry often assumes prior iterative construction of
categories, which are then used as tools to gauge observations in orde¡ to

simplify and organize them. This Prevents the researcher from getting bogged

down in unobserved bias and the minutia of details-missing the forest for the

trees. Implicitly, the Y-axis categories exist-we ale suSSesting the !çsearcher
make them transparent- The use of ideaÌ types aids in "theorization" (Strang

and Meyer 1993), in that it disciplines the researcher to identify abstract

categories that simplify and distill the properties of new practices and the

outcomes to be expected. The seiection of rvhici-r of these elcrne¡rtal cateSories

is employed in empirical ¡esearch depends on the ¡esearcher's questions and

focus of attention, as weii as the characterlstics oi the research context. The

use of ideal types can lead to hypothesis generation from existing theory and

to the development of completely new theory because the instantiation-i-e.,
coriciete'evidence-may bê just ti¡o fai flung froin the ideal types.'we will
return to this question in the subsequent section on ideal types.

Partial Autonomy: Near-Decomposab¡l¡ty of lnstitutional Orders

The institutional orders identiñed on the horizontal X-axis and their elemental

categories identiñed on the vertical Y-axis, while interrelated, are also partially
autonomous. To illustrate our argument on partial autonomy, we draw on

Simonls, (1962J theorizing on the near-decor4posability of complex syslems.
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According to Simon (1962), complex systems are comPosed of interrelated

subsystems that, in turn, can be divided into smaller subsystems' each of

wtrictrmaybefurthersubdividedandsoon.Intelactionamongsubsystems
can be disiinguished from interactions within subsystems, among the parts of

thosesubsystems.Simon(1962:a69)givestheexample"'almostallsocieties
have elementary units called families, which may be grouped into villages

or tribes, and these into larger groupings'" Using numerous examples from

the physical, biological, andTocial sciences, Simon illustrates that complex

systems can be decomposed into subsystems comprised of their individual

elements; he is not proposing a model of segmentation' instead his essay

emphasizes that the purt, u,. loosely coupled and nearly 
-decqmposable'

Simon(Ig62)explainsthatthishierarchicalnear-decomposabilityofcomplex
systems enhances the survival of the syste-m as a whole-

Anorganizationalexampleofnear-decomposabilityinrelationtotheideaof
survivabilityofthesystemasawholeincludestheM-form(Chandter1962)
and conglomerate organizational forms' In these cases' management hqs the

ability to blend and segregate and reconfi.gure business units as rharket envii-

onmentsshift(GatunicandEisenhardt200l),sustainabilityrequirements
change(PilandCohen2006),andmanagementphilosophiesevolve(Davis'
Diekmann, and Tinsley 1'994)'Inchapter 5' we t'ill argue in greater depth that

the intednstitutional system has an analogous modularity that allows it to

adapt and change over iime by the migration of the elemental categories across

institutionaìordersbyvariousforcessuchasculturalentrepleneurs,stluctural
overlap,andeventsequencing.Theli.milsofthisnear-decomposabilityofthe
interinstitutional system is an unexplored empirical question' though we

suggest it is not inñnite because, historically' even with revolutionary change

in institutions there remain some elemental parts'

The causaÌ connections within and among the levels of the X and Y axes of

the interinstitutional system are not specified a priori-this is for - the

researcher to discover iÁ any particular substantive context. Note that this

assumption is similar to that of the definition of an organization field' How-

ever, unlike an organization field, in theory the bôundaries of the X and Y axes

;;é ;;;;*"."ît r.gì¿rtffi".,irr" u." ià"ntifrable. rhè causal paths of the

X and Y change pro."!,", tutt Ut analyzedby the forms of institutional orders

ratherthanbythestructuralfiltersoforga¡izationsororganizationalfields.
We are not suSSesting there is no te¡m fo¡ structure or organizational freld in

the institutional-change equation; we are only arguing that our theory allows

for the broader possiUliity tlat individuals may directly engage the categorical

elements of the institutional orders of the intednstitutionaÌ system at the

societal level and have no logical refe¡ence Point in an organizational field'

ResearchshowsthatmaterialPracticescandiffusecognitivelywithout
stuctural netwo¡k ties: Diffusion plocesses,can 'opelate 

more like the social

. ..... r .. ,... .. "' '.,
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institutions that denote meaning; practices materialize the ideas represented
by s¡rmbols (ZiÌber 2OO8). This deflnition does not limit the fretd concept to
"structuration" @iMaggio and Poweìl 1983). It also does not limit the field
concept to only the institutional orders of the state, the professions, and
market competition, or to a particular level of analysis. It means that the
boundaries of an institutional freld are observable within and across the
borders of institutional orders and their categorical elements. our defrnition
is consistent with Friedland and Alford's (1991: Z4O-I) call for theory that
allows for "institutions in contradiction and independence.,,

It is important to remember that DiMaggio and Powell,s (1983) definition of
freld originated from organizational sociology and thei¡ attempt to develop an
organization thçory of the effects of the institutional environment orì orga-
nizations. The institutional logics perspective is a metatheory of institutions
that includes organìzations. Institutional ñelds require the marriage of both
s¡rmboìic meanings and material practices.

Cultural Content: Cells of the X, Y Axes

In comparing elemental categories on tìre Y-axis across institutional o¡ders on
the X-axis, symbols and practices appear contradictory or complementaÐ/-
These contradictions and complementarities a¡e areas of opportunity that can
be exploited by individuals and organizations in identifying and solving
problems and garnering support through new combinations of existing sym-
bols and practices. This occurs by transposing categorical elements, that is

cultural symbols and material practices, from one institutional order to
another within an institutional field (Thomton 2OO4). Transposítion tefeß to
when categorical elements of an institutional order migrate or are transferred
to á substantive context in which they did not originally exist (Sewett 1992).
Transposition occurs by several mechanisms, institutional entrepreneurs,
structural overlap¡ and event sequencing (Thornton and Ocasio 2OO8),

which create various forms of transformational and developmental change. '' . .' . ]:

in institutional logics. These institutional-change processes are further elabo-
rated and illust¡ated with case narratives in chapter 5 and theoretical elabo¡a-
tions in chapters 6 ar'd 7.

Culturàl,Space in Society

The instilutional o¡ders and thei¡ categorical elements compete for cultural
spaie in society by rrylng for individuals' and organizations' attention and
p.atrOnage. As .Hughes (1936: 186.¡l claïms, "institurions may compete for

individuat Patronage; the Persons who suPPo¡t tltetn may tta regardcd sontc-

what as customers. . . . To survive, an ii.stitution must find a place in the

standards of living of people, as well as in theii sentiments'" The cultural

symbols and material practices of the institutional orders on the X-axis are

competinsandcomplementaryorganizingprinciplesrelativetooneanothel.
Theynavethepotentialtos}'rnbioticallyco.occupyculturalspace.Empirical
research shows that such ¡urisdictional cooperation and competition can

fluctuate over time (Abbott 1988; Dunn andJones 2O1O)'

-Recall, for example, in the theorizing of J' W' Meyer and Rowan (1977) and

DiMaggio and Powell (1983) described in chaptel 2 that the structuration of

society or of an organization ñeld was driven by the symbiotic interèsts of the

state, the professions, an.d compétìtion (market logic)' Their theories suggest

thealignmentofcomplementalyintelestsbetweentheProfessionsandthe
state. For example, the professions construct the knolvledge undergirding

what are uppropriut" conceptions and the state creates the legal apparatus to

enforce o, ieinforc" those conceptions. Recall the Propositions and defrnitions

of these scholars as reviewed in chaþter 2 regarding a world society or organi-

zation field depended on the relational networks among the constituents of

the state and the professions to do just that' In another example' M' WeLrer's

(1904) classic thesis on the "Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of capitalism"

could have been developed in the recent context as an argument on the

complementary categorical elements of Ch¡istian religion and the market

institutional logics. ln effect this would equate the "calting" with a work

ethicanc_t+anslatesavingandinvestmentintosiSnsofsalvatio4.Yet,the
contemporalycaseoftstamicreligionremainsinconflictwithmarketprinci-
ples and Weber's arguments appÌied in this context would not have produced

his same views of the origins ãf capitalist economic systems. we elaborate

these ideâs further by presenting illustrative case nallatives in chaptel 5.

In iontrast, the institutional orders of the state and religion in much of the

modelnwestelnworldareoftenconsideledinconflict;torexampie,theU.S.
constitution ensules their separation. However, historicalÌy, this is not always

lhe çese and.there is often a tìnsion around the contemporary ebb and florv of

patronage, ì.". ,tut" fundiàg of faith,based socìal-iervice organizations. Ior

ã*u-pt"] in prerevolutionary France, ancient forms of parliâment were made

,rp oitU"-t tgy (religion), nobility (state), and the common man (commu-

.riay¡. Uir,o.iãly, ,,"t. ,.r1"., ot corporate leaders in some societies rely on

elementsofreligiontolegitimatetheirpower;thisisnotiustanancientview
of the relationships b"t*ãen these irrstitutional orders, Vestiges Of it afe pre5-

ent in the contemporary Western world (Greenwood et al' 201O) and in

current-day Islamic-theocratic countnes'

While we have relied to some extent on ecological metaphorg to communl-

cate our ideas; we do:not mean Ìo imply determinism or lack of powg¡ and
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agency in our explanations of the interinstitutional system. However, this
discussion of individuals and organizations absorbed in multiple complemen-
tarl' and competing logics does raise the question of the role of power and
agency in the institutional logics perspective-

Cultural Effects on Power and Agency

Arguably the most salient critique of the institutional logics perspective is its
t¡eatment of the concept of power. F¡iedland and Alford (1991: 246) argued
that the effects of power are not universal, but are culturally and institu-
tionally contingent across institutional orders or sectors. Hence, power is
not a suffrcient condition to explain institutionalization- or institutional
change.

That is, the influences of diffe¡ent institutional orders are frames of refer-
ence that precondition individuals and organizations to have different inter-
pretations of how to use power. Thus, power is conceptualized as a variable on
the vertical Y-axis of the interinstitutional system, meaning that some uses of
power will be legitimate and othe¡s will not, depending on which institutional
o¡ders are cognitively invoked by individuals and organizations and most
salient in society.

one way to theorize which logics are likely to be dominant and transfor-
mative versus competing or complimentary and stable is to compare the
consequences of the sources of legitimacy across different institutional or-
ders with respect fo¡ their implications for how power is likely to be enacted.
Tho¡nton and ocasio (1999) tested this argument, contrasting the conse-
quences of the use of power in organizations, but onl¡r 6strv.., the institu-
tior-^ai o;cris.;-r-, tiie plcfes:ions aii,-i llle ilrariicl'oecause tlÌai is lrirat rvas
most concrete in the u.S. pubiishing industry during their observâtion
period.

More generalìy, power can be interpreted and materialized from a fuller
spectrum of lenses-the _logics of the family, religion, st4te,,,ç9rpo¡?!ig4l 1n4
community. Thêse othe¡ institutional orders may come into play in other'
histo¡ical periods in publishing or in other substantive contexts; ás in the case
when the family was a stronger influence in publishing,s êarlier history and
the state a stronger influence in international publishing, for example in
canada's and F¡ance's contention to both promote and protect its cultural
industries (smith 1995; Jourdan, Thomton, and Durand 2o1l).'ln another
example, the institutional logic of the cômmunity drives the open-source
software industry, not a leadership:style Þe cive relations,
because open source.is dependent on mo mmunities of
interest (Reymq¡4. [1 99]I.t??Ð.
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The reSearCher rnust consider the intefyening wariables of tlTe Particular in-

stantiations that pose an alternative or contingent explanation to powel. FoI

example, how institutionalized (structured) is the organizational fleld or indus-

try (DiMaggio and Powell 1983)? Is it emergent and therefore power is not likely

to be consolidated (Fligstein 1996)? Is competence-destroying technological

innovation redistributing power, democratizing it fo¡ individuals, and lowering

entry barriers for a plethora of small organizations (Tushman and Anderson

1986X
The limits oi the strorig claim that power is culturally contingent are

relatively unexamined acloss a broader spectrum of institutional sectors

and non-Westeln contexts as well as rvith stlatification variables like gender

which may suggest a universal or isomorphic effect of male domination

acioss institutional orders and societics- Currently, the very limited empiricaf

work on pon'èr and institutional logics raises questions regarding the relative

limits of these competing al8uments- Do the uses of power reflect varied

responses to cultural heterogeneity from the complexity raised by the con-

tradictions across institutional orders per the institutional logics perspective?

Or, are the responses to power and domination ttniversal and hence

immune or impervious to differences and contradictions acloss the different

logics of various institutional orders. Such questions on the relative effects of

culture and power provide fertile ground for sorting out the assurnptions

and scope conditions of the institutional logics perspective in future

research.
Finally, stinchcombe (2oa2: 429) has commented on how to theorizqthe

question of power. He argued that an understanding of culture is needed to

define the meaning of power and competition and tirat in building theory this

question presents a catrsal ordering problem. If power is theorized as a first-

orticr colsì-r¡ci in expiainiiig ili'.iiutional chairge, lr-.iicpclliìct'tlìi'oÍ cuìiuic,

two problems need to be addressed. First power is created in the course of

action; it does not occur prior to the action that it explains. second, the

decision to use power is an intentional stlategic choice; however, it is not
o know the cultu¡al framing or menus of available

a'ction.
ers of the interinstitutional system in an ecological

sense compete and coopelate with one another ovel time for cultural space

and individual and organizational attention and patronage. While the process

of institutional change is more easily obselvable at the elemental categorical

level, what is important ftom an institutional logics perspective is that micro-

processes of change are built from analogies, combinations, translations, and

adaptations of more macro institutional logics. Subsequent chapters will elab-

orate on this theory of cultural embeddedess.
. . . :.... : . ,l 1 , .... 
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Proliferation: Rearranging the lnstitutional Orders

As previously discussed, Friedland and Alford's (1991) typology is more com-
plete in different iespects than that of prior institutional theory; however, it
has limited applications because it remains incomplete, is not abstract enough
to be applied across societies, and the institutional orders are not analytically
distinct (Doty and Glick 1994). Tho¡nton (2OO4) made the ñrst attemPt to
remedy these issues with the goal of making the interinstitutional system a
useful tool in theory construction and empirical resea¡ch- As shown in
Table 3.1, Thornton's (2OO4) model based in a reading of Webe¡ ([1922)

1978) and organization theory identifies categoiical elements of any one
institutional order (column) reprêsenting predictions for s1'rnbols and prac-

tices in theory likely to be observed within that order's sphere of influence.

The tvpology assumes that ¡ationality in institutional analysis is theorized and

measured as a variable of the different institutional orders, a key distinguish-

ing factor from neoinstitutional theory's binary view of rationality-
Friedland and Alford (1991) did not discuss the interinstitutional system in

a didactic sense; that was not the purpose of their a¡ticle. Our rationale for
evaluating and modifying their rudimentary idea is based on a close reading of
J. W. Meyer and Rowan (1977), DiMaggio and Porvell (1983), and M. Weber

(ÍI92Zl 1978), as well as refe¡ence to thc principles of typoÌogical analysis

(Doty and Glick 1994). Surprisingly, Friedland and Alford (1991) do not
directly ieference Weber's work on modernity and social deveÌopment, yet

there is a close affinity to it in many resPects and in particulat with Weber's

notion of value-spheres (Swedberg 2OO5: Z9O-7). Weber identifred several life-
orders or what he termed value-spheres, for example the economic, political,

esthetic, erotic, and intellectual spheres (Geth and MilÌs 1946" 323-57;

Whimster 2OO1: 220-41). Each order has a paiicitì ,:i' irgi:'s f;c,iiii¡.i to itself
with limited àutonomy among the spheres. Each order leplesents to indivi-
duals the difficult choices of which values to follow, since the values embod-

ied in each sphere are often in irreconcilable conflict with each other. Fo¡

example, Weber commented on the tension between economic and religious

values and recognized that over history the differences between the orders

have become more distinct.
The influences of several institutional sectors a¡e absent in Friedland and

Alfo¡d,s (199I) representation of the interinstitutional system..The influences

of the professions, which both Meyer and Rowan (1977) and DiMaggio and

Powell (1983) so clearly laid out, are mysteriously âbsent. Also abient is the
institutional order of the corporation as exemplified in Fligstein's seminal
(1985, 1987, 1990) research. Thornton's (2004) resea¡ch integrates these tlvo
institutional orders, developing some elements of their Y-axes and the X,.Y
cell cohtents. :

Defining the lnterinstitutional System

You rnay ask, strouldn't the corporate institutiônal o¡der be labele¿l and

defined as the organizational institutional orde,r given that organization is a

broader concept than corporation? The point is that the corporation is an

institution and a governance system, an organization is a structure such as a

hierarchy or network and is not necessarily an institution or govelnance

system (Selznick 1957). As we desc¡ibed earlier, olganization is a variable on

the y-axis that can vary across the institutional orders of the X-axis. The

corporation is an institutional innovation with its origins traced to the shift

from personal to corporate rights with the fragmentation of feudalism and thc -

seventeenth-century philosophers' emphasis on "natural rights" (Coleman

1974,1990). The corporation is a legal institution that has given ¡ise to a

$,ide range of economic activity because of its distinct advantages such as

capital assimilation, ability to engage in contlacts, and limited liability for

shareholders (williamson 1975;-Roy 1997). Scott (2003) recognizes the prolif-

eration of the corpolation as one of the most significant building blocks

distinguishing the modem from the pre-modern world. Indeed, Chandler

(1962) atdFtigstein (1985, 1990) empirically showed the corporation to be a

great enabler of social and economic transformation'
Thornton (2OO4) further questioned the reasoning of qualifying the institu-

tional orde¡ of the state as the "bu¡eaucratic state." Isn't bureauclacy an

organizational form used by the state to carly out its obiectives? couldn't
other institutional o¡ders be characterized as trureaucratic as well? Take, for

example, the central role of bureaucrary at both General Motors (colpolate

logic) and the Çatholic chu¡ch (religion logic). Based on this reasoning,

Thornton dropped bureaucracy from its singular association with the institu-

tionàl order of the state, Ieaving it to the individual researcher to decide on its

usefulness as an elemental category on the Y-axis'1

co¡ii¡uing sucit a;:'aÌi's':s raises the question of r"'lr¡' lr¡ieir'i¿nd arliì ri'lio;ri's

(1991) concept of democracy holds its own as a sePalate institutional order on

the X-axis, rather than as a poteniiaÌ caiegoricai eiement oí the Y-axis- isn'i

democrary a particular ideology as distinct from an institutional logic, Iike

socialism and communisrn among others? Again, why wouldn't democracy be

a variable of the state oI Other inStitutÍofal olders such as the corporâtion (see

discussion in chapter 1 on ideology and institutional logics)? colpolations

can have flat hierarchies with the goal of democratic management styles.

Thus, we suggest that democracy is best represented on the Y-axis as a variable

of the existing institutional orders. With each of these changes to Friedland

:1----11.' ir':\
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and Alford's (7991) initial theoretical formulation Thornton (20O4) estab-

Iishecl a set of ideal types that were mutually exclusive and more generally
useful fo¡ theory construction and empidcal research, as illustrated in
Table 3.1.

Variant: Community as an lnst¡tutional Order

Thornton's (2OO4) typology did much to make Friedland and Alford's (1991)

initial theoreticaÌ fo¡mulation of the interinstitutional system amenable to
theory construction and empirical research. Holvever, we suggest it over-
looked an important institutional order-the conÌmunity- In this section, n'e
make use of the research on community to evaluateJhe relevance of the
concept of community as an institutional o¡de¡ on the X-axis. Marqr-ris,

Gtynn, and Davis (2OO7), by showing that norms of corporate community
involvement evolved differently in each community, argued that local com-
munity matters in important ways for the study of institutions arid organiza-
tions. In apptying neoinsiitutional theory to community infrastructures, they
argued that communities embody local understandings, norms, and ruÌes that
serve as touchstones for legitimating mental models upon which individuals
and organizations draw to create common definitions of a situation (Marquis,

Glyrrn, and Davis 2OO7:927).
The idea that community is a salient variable is not new; it was central to

both the classic and mid-century theorists. M. WrþCt (Í19221 1978: 9OZ)

defined community as constituting more than an economic group because a

community is driven not iust by the economic disposition of goods and
services, but also by value svstems that order its economy. A community is

constiftited by a "territory" and by social action that is not restricted exciu-
sively to the satisfaction of common economic needs of the communal écon-

omy. Tonnies (1887) emphasized tfì.e distinctlon between community
(Gemeinschaft) and society (Gesellschaft); community connotes the collec-
tive relationships between people that emphasize the interpersonal and par-

ticularistic, and society refer! to the trarisparent, anonyrnòus, and univeisal.
The study of organizations by mid-century theorists was "natu¡ally" inter-

twined with an understanding of community inflqe4çe! liscott 2003). Both

Selznick's (7949) study of the Tennessee Valley Authority and Zald's (7970)

examination of the Chicago YMCA evidenced the importance of the local
community in explaining institutions and organizations. Moreover, the
notion of community was fundamental in the study of urban ecology (Hawley
1950) and central to \A/arren's (1967) concept of "interorganizational commu-
nity," deñned as a geographically bounded group of organizations that are

interdepe4dently competitive and cooperative for purposes cjf collective

Defining the lnterinstitutional System

benefit. As Scott (2OO3: 129-30) notes, Hirsch (1985) developed tltc retate<t

concept of industry system. Warren's (1967) and Hirsch's (1985) concePts

foreshadowed the development of the popuÌarized concept of "organizational
freld" (DiMaggio and Powell 1983), which arguably displaced the older con-

cept of community. In his s}'nthetic review, Scott (2003) heraÌded the organi-

zational field as an advance bccause the bounding concept included not iust
the horizontal relations among organizations, but also the vertical or hierar-

chical relations with organizations outside of the community- In the morph-
ing of this literature it strikes us that the displacement of the concept of
community may have been fu¡ther enabled by the rising populariÇ of net-

w'ork analysis. If ou¡ hunch is cofiect, without the concept of community we

cannot knolv n'hat set of norms, values, symbols, and practices are being

transmitted or transacted by tl-re pipes and prisms of the network (Podolny

and Page 1998; Fligstein 2001).
Brint (2001) comments that the sociological literatu¡e on communit,v is

plagued by descriptive studies implying that without theory development

airy concept is wulnèrablé to waning in the literature. \Ve note the exception

of Merton,s (7942) use of scientific communities to develop middle-range

theory as in the exemplary case of Podolny's (1993) status-based theory of

markets- In hopes of breathing new life into this vein of literatule, Brint (2001:

B) offers a new detnition. He states, "communities are aggregates of people

who share common activities ancl/or beliefs and who are bound together

principally by relatioris of affect, loyalty, common values, and/or personal

concern." Note the¡e is no mention of spatial, territorial, or geographic

boundaries which operts up the scope of inquiry to contemPorary tlpes of
communities influenced by open-source technologies (von Hippel and von

Krogh 2003; O'Mahony and Feúaro 2007; O'Mahony and Bechky 2008) and

the intersections of entlepreneulship and social movements at the local and

national levels (Rao, Morrill, andZald2OOO; Ingram and Rao 2OO4; Lounsbury

200s).
Currently, scholars are taking up the challenge to levitalize the study of

community in n9w and interesting ways (Marquis, Lounsbury, and Green-

wood 2O1l; Marquis and Battilana 2OO7) and culling the organization theory

literature for ñndings that show how communities make a difference in

organizational behavior. O'Mahony and Lakhani (2011), among others,

challenged organization theory for overlooking community effects in explain-

ing the newer C-forms of organizing that include infgJma] gloups of volun-

tee¡s collaborating and straring knowledge (Seidel and SteWart 2011). 
'

Marquis and Battilana (zoo7), in their literature review, biing to oul atten-

tion a revival of .

response to the
tion. Their mairi i ,.
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by homogeneity-producing processes and the view that society is moving
from the particular to the universal. They recognize paradoxically neoinstitu-
tional theory with its stdngent assumptions situating individuals and organi-
zations in historical and cultural contexts has overlooked the influences of
local systems-cuÌtural, social, and legal.

In summarizing their review, they found that local community has a signif-
icant impact on organizational behavior in a variety of instances; for example,
the proximily of geographic boundaries influences organizational practices
such as nonproût giving (Galaskiewicz 1997), boards of directors structure
(Kono et at. 1998; Marquis 2OO3), and. corporate-govemance practices (G. F.
Da'"is and Greve 1997). Different localities have been observed to exhibit
sharecl frames of reference on a diverse range of topics such as corporate social
responsibility behaviors (Marquis, Gl1nn, and Davis 2oo7\, corporate strate-
gies (Lounsbury 2OO7), governance processes (Abzug and Simonof f 2OO4), and
organizational foundings (o. Sorenson and Audia 2000). Moreover, Marquis
and Battilana QoaT) point out that signiflcant va¡iation in local laws (J. L.
Campbell and Lindberg 1990) and the proximity of market boundaries
account fo¡ variation in organizationaÌ behavior (Audia, Freeman, and Rey-
nolds 2006; Stuart and Sorenson 2003; Freeman and Audia 2006). Greve
(2OOO, 2OOZ), for example, found that local competition is more central to
organizational decision making than more macro field-level characteristics.

Combined, the studies reviewed by ìvfarquis and Battllana (2OO7) suggest that
colocation, proximity, and community are cenûal concepts driving the ecology
of organizations and markets. They also pointed out that everlingering
community and place-bound effects are important as weìl in explaining rela-
tional netu'orks (Putnam 7993, 2OOO), districts of industry @iore and Sabel
1984), and innovation (Saxenian 1994).

O'Mahony and Lakhani (2OII: 6) provide an intriguing communiÇ litera-
ture review by focusing on causai aspects of new technologies and organizing
forms such as open-source and social movements in which organizations are
chaiacterized as residing "in the shadow of communities as opposed to vice
vers1. 

f' 
They argqe. çomm-y4itiss a-re essential to the evolution_ of organizations

in that they not only are the genesis, but also the mediators of performance
and growth' Yet, irlterestingly, communities also can be threatening alterna-
tives to organizations, making it difflcult for organizations to do business or
even terminating their operations, while the community itself triumphantly
lives on and thrives without the organization. Ingram and Rao (2OO4) and

: Ínsiain, Yùè,'àna nao (zoio;,aemonltrated this *,i t.rp"., à their-¡esea.ch
on the protests against chain stores such as walmart in which activists waged

'p-iotests to prole€t the local business community of independent retailers.
Marquis and Lounsbury QooT) found that communities represent th¡eats in
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that they have ttre abllity to encourage the founding of new oFganizations
$'ith countervailing values.

O'Mahony and Lakhani (2011) point out that contemporary communities
coalesce around any number of identity sourcés, ranging from àcademic

communities (Crane 7972; l{norr-Cetina 1999) to occupational (van Maanen
and Barley 1984; O¡r 1996; Bechky 2OO3), and communities of practice
(Brown and Duguid 7997, 2OO7; Wenger 1998, 2OOO; Lave and Wenger
1997), to technical (Tushman and Rosenkopf 1992; van de Ven and Garud

1994; van de Ven and-Hargrave 2OO3), online (Cummings, Kiesler and Sproull
2OO2; Fayard, DeSanctis, and Roach 2004) and open-source communities (von

Hippel and von Krogh 2OO3; O'Mahony and Fe¡raro 2007; O'ìvfahony and
Bechky 2008).

Marquis, GÌyrrn, and Danis{2007) argue that community is important in
the analysis of institution buitding, maintenance, and destruction, and
the gestalt of Marquis and Battilana's (2OO7) review suggests that there is

need for a correction in organization ttreory towards tqking into account
local community influences to explain organization 

-behar,ìor. O'Mahony
and Lakhani (2OI7) take a bolder step by implying that organization theory
has not grown in the right directions to explain the organizational forms and
behaviors of the Internet age because it has forgotten its roots in community
studies.

Follo\^,ing on Brint's (2001) comment to helP move community studies

beyond the descriptive level, we extend the ideas gleaned f¡om the reviews

of largely qualitative comrRuÊity studies to suggest a more formalized com-
parative approach to theodzing and measuring the effects of community.
That is, to conceptualize the effects of community in line with the institu-
tional logics perspective. This suggests that community should be conceptual-
ized as a vertical institutional o¡de¡ on the X-axis that competes with or

compliments the governance systems of other orders of the interinstitutional
system, particularly markets, corporations, and professions, among the others-

For example, Schneiberg (2OOZ) and Schneiberg, King, and Smith (2008)

showed in tþç inpurance, dairy, and grAin, industries..that coopeÉtive
community-bound associations were competing forrns of governance to
markets and hierârchies in American capitalism in the late nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries. O+-*helasis of promises by members of the com-

munity to cover each other's losses, membership in mutual and cooperative
associations helped secure autonomous economic development for social,

immigrant, and religious groups bent on warding off consolidation by the
rising prevalence of ioint stock corporations (corporate logic). Lounsbury
(2005) and his fellow researchers (Lounsbury, Ventresca, and Hirsch 2003)

showed that the early stage of the recycting movement was founded and
driven by a community logicrof,economic development before: it was
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The lnstitutional Logics Perspective

metatheoretical principles and to clarify their usefulness for theory construc-
tion and empirical research is to develop a typology of ideal types from Fried-

land and Alford's (1991) rudimentat-i/ idea of the interinstitutional system.

This multilevel X-Y-matrix approach with its modula¡ and nearly dçcompos-
able characteristics is essential to addressing the problems of embedded

agency and explaining institutional emergence and change.

We have advanced this endeavor beyond that of Thornton's (2004) initial
conceptualization by elaborating the characteristics of the X and Y axes and
justifying by a literature review the concept of community as an institutional
order. Stated simply, the method underlying our approach has been to for-
malize the concept of the interinstitutional system for use as an analytical tool
that lays the groundwork for subsequent chapters to squarely address the

common critiques of neoinstitutional theory previously foreshadowed. In
addition, we have situated and discussed the contingent effects of the com-
monly employed concept of power as a mechanism of agency within the
contexts of diffè¡ent institutional orders of the interinstitutional system.

In chapter 5,- we continue our discussion of the interinstitutional system

with a focus on its systemic properties of stability and change and its historical
contingency. We further apply and denìonstrate the typologl'of the interin-
stitutional s)'stem to aîalyze individual- and societal-lcvel effects on innova-
tion and institutional change.

APPEN DIX

Typologies allow for multidimensional classification of phenomena and are

comnosecl of two pa¡ts: .l ) the clescription of ideal types and 2) the set of
assertions that relate the ideal t)¿Pes to the dependent variable (Doty and

Glick 1994). The ideat types are a conceptual scheme that implies a set of
hypotheses. Typologies must meet three criteria for theory buiÌding: 1) con-

structs must be identified, 2) relationships among thesê constructs must be

specifred, and 3) these ¡elationships must be falsif,able. The ideal types are

intended to provide an abstract model that ¡epresents a combination of those

attributes believed to determine the dependent variables of interest. The ideal

types provide a means of clustering individuals and organizations into cate-

gorical types to meâsure and explain deviation from the pure form. In this
way, intelligible comparisons can be made (Zelditch 1971), and the theory can

be falsified by determining the degree of similarity o¡ dissimilarity between

ttre ideal Çpes ald the dependent variables of interest.

Defining the lnterinstitutional System

Typologies ltave a number of advantages- First, the ideal types arc rtot

speciñed with observations in the sample; observations in the sample may

or may not closely resemble the ideal tyPes described in the theory. Therefore,

the process of theory development and the range of the dependent variables

are not restricted by the characteristics of the sample. Second, typological

methods of theory building are useful for specifying multiple patterns of
constructs and nonlinear relationships that determine the dependent vali-

able. Two constructs may be positively related in organizations that resemble

one ideal type, negatively related in those that look like a second ideal type,

and unrelated in organizations that ale similar to a third oI foulth ideal type

(Doty and Glick 1994: 244). This conceptual flexibility is helptul in theory

construction in which countervailing and time-dependent effects are ex-

pected. Moreover, this feature is a good frt in theory testing using dynamic

models because it does not constrain assumptions, for example, about the

reversal of a theoretically plecise causal relationship (Tuma and Hannan 1984)

or about multilevel effects (DiPrete and Forristal 7994). This allows, for exam-

ple, the effects at the individual level of analysis to vary from the eftècts at the

organizational and envilonmental levels of analysis. For example, to under-

stand how to conduct event-history analysis, students ale fiISt taught to
diagram the state spaces for the independent and dependent variable(s) of

interest and the theoretically expected transitions from one state sPace to

anothef (Tuma 1990). However, without at least an algument in mind, this

is a confusing task for the student. Knowledge of the elements of typology can

make this task. clearer. Last, typological methods a¡e useful for testing a

cultu¡al argument in which the researcher is intelested in analyzing, net of a

change in structural positions or material conditions, how cultural effects vary

within the population or across the time span studied (DiMaggio 7994:28).

Ì,or a general introduction to the topic of ideal tlT)es see Maftin Albrow (1990,

149-57).


